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wa iyyaka nastaeen is a collection of supplications and morning & evening athkar.
these beneficial supplications from the quran and authentic hadith of the prophet

(peace be upon him), help one protect themselves when afflicted by anxiety,
sickness and sorrow. the application is based on the book wa iyyaka nastaeen

complied by dr. farhat hashmi. this easy to use free application is in arabic urdu and
arabic english. so take him alone as wakil (disposer of your affairs)), (73:9), and,
(you we worship, and you we ask for help from). we should mention that in this

ayah, the type of speech here changes from the third person to direct speech by
using the kaf in the statement iyyaka (you). wa iyyaka nastaeen is a collection of

supplications and morning & evening athkar. these beneficial supplications from the
quran and authentic hadith of the prophet (peace be upon him), help one protect

themselves when afflicted by anxiety, sickness and sorrow. the application is based
on the book wa iyyaka nastaeen complied by dr. farhat hashmi. but as the

requirements of mobile apps are different on pc compared to a mobile device, the
same applications need to be tweaked for a different os. wa iyyaka nastaeen for pc

windows 10 is one of those applications for which the developer has made some
extra effort on adapting it in such a way that it also works perfectly on windows pc

as well. unlike other apps that have to be developed as separate versions for
windows and mac operating systems, wa iyyaka nastaeen for windows pc is already

available for download with all the latest features that make it more user-friendly
and easy to use.
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wa iyyaka nastaeen is a collection of supplications and morning & evening athkar.
these beneficial supplications from the quran and authentic hadith of the prophet

(peace be upon him), help one protect themselves when afflicted by anxiety,
sickness and sorrow. the application is based on the book wa iyyaka nastaeen

complied by dr. farhat hashmi. this easy to use free application is in arabic urdu and
arabic english. app features: audio for each supplication transliteration and
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translation for each supplication adjustable font size references for each
supplication favorites list sharing options wa iyyaka nastaeen is a collection of

supplications and morning & evening athkar. these beneficial supplications from the
quran and authentic hadith of the prophet (peace be upon him), help one protect

themselves when afflicted by anxiety, sickness and sorrow. let's open the windows
store on our pc. once the program opens, you will see a list of apps on the left hand

side. if you can't find the wa iyyaka nastaeen, then search for it on your windows
10/8/7/mac. this is an easy to use application that delivers high quality lectures and

lectures of dr. farhat hashmi. asmaa allah al-husna is a unique application that
includes the complete tafsir of the glorious quran by dr. farhat hashmi with various

references from ahadith, subjects like aqeedah, seerah, supplications from the
quran and hadith, beautiful recitations of quran by different qaris, lessons on tajwid,

numerous articles and other relevant material which will help every user, be it a
student or a listener, avail some of the precious resources of islam. moreover, the

audios have the option of making them favorite so that these audios become
bookmarked and students can also easily jot down notes. this adds to the

convenience and the user-friendly nature of this app. it also includes the feature of
alhuda live through which users can listen to live lectures of dr. farhat hashmi
online. notification feature will keep the users updated about any live online

streaming of lectures of dr. farhat hashmi, announcements, and new uploads on the
website. although the app needs an internet connection, the audios and videos of
different programs can be easily downloaded and this app also holds the option of

sharing any audio with others. 5ec8ef588b
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